The Hopeful
Hope Lutheran Church
Long Grove, Illinois

Pastor Jim Andrews

Self-quarantine and social distancing
have become the new normal due to
the coronavirus protocol. And in lieu of
our loss of personal contact with one
another, some individuals become lonely,
leading to anxiety and depression. Some
don’t know how to reach out to others
which compounds their loneliness. The
impact could become greater with the
uncertainty of how much longer this selfisolation drags on.

In an article I recently read published by
the medical staff of Northwestern University, strategies are suggested for coping
with the loneliness of being stuck at
home.
The first suggestion is to Stay connected.
While web conferencing has become
commonplace in staying ‘face-to-face’
with co-workers, it is also a great way to
connect with friends and family. Talk
amongst each other by phone, for sure,
but helping set up Zoom, Facechat, or
Skype gatherings can add a greater sense
of togetherness and belonging.
Call your friends and neighbors—
especially if you know someone who lives
alone. Remember that they have no one
with them. Let them know that we’re all
in this together.”
If you are feeling stuck at home with
family members, play games, read books
or watch movies together. Creating small
positive moments like these can help you
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While we all
remain home
during the
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We continue
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online each

Sunday morning
at 11:00 a.m.
On Facebook Live
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The video messages will also remain
on the page for later viewing.
Join us remotely to worship together
in these challenging times.
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cope better with the stress of
having to stay home.
Try keeping a journal of positive
moments in each day to help you
appreciate what is good in all this.
Second, Use the light—outdoor light! This promotes
a strong immune system and positive mood. This
results in better sleep, better metabolism and healthier
cardiovascular and immune functions. It also can boost
your mood and overall well-being. In contrast, dimming
lights two to three hours before bedtime can help
enhance sleep.
Participating in activities has an impact on our mood,
especially those that make us feel good. Isolation and
disruption to routine can create feelings of sadness and
loneliness. To combat those feelings, schedule at-home
workouts to boost your mood. Take advantage of nice
days by taking a walk. Use social media as a form of
enjoyment and for support. And maintain some kind of
routine, still waking up at a consistent, reasonable time.
It feels less aimless with that big disruption in routine.”
While all of these are positive, helpful suggestions, if all
of these approaches don't work, what does? Is there a
cure for loneliness? Is there some secret elixir that will
fix this toothache of the soul?
We need to begin with a correct interpretation of this
warning signal. Loneliness is God's way of telling you
that you have a relationship problem. While that may
seem obvious, there is more to it than just keeping busy,
or using virtual crowds in place of activities.
God's answer to loneliness is not the quantity of your
relationships, but the quality. Going back into the Old
Testament, we discover that the first four of the Ten
Commandments are about our relationship with God.

The last six commandments are about our relationships
with other people.
How is your relationship with God? Is it close and
intimate, like that of a loving, caring parent and its child?
Or is your relationship with God cold and distant, only
superficial?
If you try to reconnect with God and allow your prayers to
become more conversational and less formal, you will
actually begin to feel God's presence. God’s Reassurance
is not just your imagination. We worship a God who lives
among God’s people through the Holy Spirit. Loneliness is
God's way, first, of drawing us closer, then forcing us to
reach out to other people.
For some of us, improving our relationships with others
and letting others get close to us is an unpleasant remedy
to loneliness, as dreaded as taking your toothache to a
dentist. A satisfying, meaningful relationship takes time
and work. We are often afraid to open up. We can be
afraid to let another person open up to us. Our past pain
can make us distrustful.
But friendship requires giving, and it also requires taking,
and many of us would rather be independent. Yet the
persistence of your loneliness should tell you that your
past stubbornness hasn't worked either.
If you muster the courage to restore your relationship
with God, you will find your loneliness lifting. This is not
a spiritual Band-Aid, but a real cure that works. And in
doing so, your risks toward others will be rewarded. You
will find someone who understands and cares, and you
will find others whom you understand and care about as
well. Like a visit to the dentist, this cure turns out to be
not only final but much less painful than you feared.
Looking forward to being together with you all again!
God’s Peace, Pastor Jim

The Church Office is in the process of updating the Member Directory.
Especially at this time, we want to make sure that we can all keep in contact with each other.
We would like to include all of the current contact information for all of our members, including:
The names of the people in your household
Street/mailing address
Home phone number
Cell phone number(s) for each person
Email address(es) for each person
Please submit your current information to Ann in the church office at: hopelutheran-elca@comcast.net
Even if you think we already have this information, send it anyway!! This is the only way to insure that we have your
most current information.
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Dear Friends,
I hope this note finds you and your loved ones healthy and in good spirits.
I originally wrote this note (or a version of it) for the April Hopeful, but because of a
computer glitch, it was not received. So, with a few edits and updates, here are some
thoughts I would like to share about how we can make a difference to those around us
during this time of sheltering in place. We all know that these are challenging and uncertain times. Most of our lives are taking place alone and with people we see on a
computer screen or hear through a phone call. Easter service was streamed on Facebook LIVE, and dinner celebrations with family and friends were on Zoom or Google Hangouts. And further, during a
time of pain and need when we would traditionally gather and offer hugs and support to one another, social isolation
is the only way to safeguard our own health, as well as the health of those around us. So, where do we go and what
do we do for comfort and support?

First, know that although we are not at the church building, the church Council and the Pastor are here for you. We
are available to lend a hand-- to help with errands, grocery shopping, and meal preparation. We can listen to your
concerns. WE CAN AND WILL HELP. We are available to you and for you. Please let us know what you need.
Several times this week I have found myself in the doldrums. The Covid-19 virus is overwhelming the news,
conversations with friends, family, and co-workers. It is monopolizing my thoughts--and even keeps me awake at
night. So, as I think about what I can do as one person, here are some ideas I can share. Please send yours as well.
1. Pick up the phone and reach out to those who may be alone, bed-ridden or in ill health. Lend an ear. Offer reassurance. This isn't going to last forever.
2. Donate to a food pantry either by giving money online or dropping off food. There are more people in need right
now.
3. Give blood. There is a huge national shortage.
4. Tackle projects in your house that you have been pushing aside. (Wow do I have a lot of these!) Cleaning
closets, the garage, painting, and maybe even lawn clean up if it doesn't snow again!
5. Take advantage of good weather days and walk, run, or sit outside. Just being outdoors with the sun helps
brighten the mood.
6. Do you know any healthcare workers? Show them your appreciation and help them by dropping off meals, or
ordering take-out meals for them.
7. Look for the silver lining. Be aware of the many kindnesses that you have witnessed among strangers, friends,
and family members as a result of the pandemic. Remember to take this opportunity to slow down and reflect on
life's joys. And be grateful.
8. Pray. Pray for the world, pray for yourself, your family, friends, the eradication of COVID-19. The act of praying
will bring comfort. Remember, God is listening.
In doing just a few of these things, I have begun to feel better. Hopefully, you will too. And If you need help of any
kind, call me. I am happy to lend a hand.
With LOVE,
Renee Clark, 847.612.0027

May Membership Anniversaries
NAME:

YEARS AS A MEMBER OF HOPE:

Tom & Renee Clark
Courtny & Tiffany Cloeter & family
Nick Heidtbrink & family
Rebecca McInturff
Ken & Ann Wood & family

21
13
11
15
15
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Home Delivery Ministry
In light of the suggestions that have been made to shelter-in-place, self-quarantine, and keep
a safe distance due to the Covid-19 outbreak, some of our Hope members have volunteered
to begin a new ministry. This is available to members of our congregation and others in our
local communities that may be having difficulty in getting out to shop for essentials such as
food items, personal hygiene products, or household cleaning items. Some of those are the
elderly, others may be people who have had recent surgeries, those going through rehab, or
who do not have transportation at this time.
We have in our congregation people who are willing to deliver these types of items to your
door, free of charge! If this is a service that you could use, or if you have a
neighbor, friend, or family member who may have no way of getting out to shop, please
contact Laura Andrews or Nate Schuller with a reasonable list of items that you are in need
of and they will gather as many of these items as they can and their team of volunteers
will deliver them to your door. You will not have to worry about making physical contact
needlessly, the volunteer will call before arriving, will then ring your bell and leave the items
at your door. In the event that you need help carrying items into your home, arrangements
can be made for that as well. One other item of note is that we have access to some gently
used baby and young children's clothing items that can also be delivered. Call Laura to learn
more about items that are possibly available.
In addition, we are asking all of you to be on the lookout for people in our community who
are in need of this type of service. Ask around, check up on your neighbors. This is a time
when as faithful, compassionate Christians, we need to keep an eye out for those who might
be in need around us, if only for a comforting word of reassurance.
Please do not hesitate to contact Laura or Nate.
They are doing this out of love.
Contact information:
Nate Schuller: 847-212-9535, neschuller@outlook.com or
Laura Andrews: 708-372-6744, loralee20@aol.com

2020 RELAY FOR LIFE
WHEN: NOT SURE!!!!!!!!!!
WHERE: TWIN GROVES MIDDLE SCHOOL
At this point in time, the 2020 RELAY has been cancelled for June – possibly rescheduled until later on this
year, but even though we are in the midst of COVID-19, that doesn’t mean cancer is still not being diagnosed in many, many people, and the current pandemic makes this diagnosis even more scary and difficult
to manage. So, if you are able, I am asking that you still make a donation to our Relay team, to help those
who really need help and support now.
Here is the link to the HOPE Lutheran Church Relay Team website:
https://secure.acsevents.org/site/STR/RelayForLife/RFLCY20NCR?
team_id=2544863&pg=team&fr_id=96963
PLEASE CONTACT ME WITH ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE AND THANK YOU!
JANET SIRABIAN
847-533-8700
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HLC Youth Corner - How to Adapt to Change May -2020
“Change is inevitable. When it comes knocking at the door,
you can cooperate with it and see it as an opportunity for
growth. Or you can resist change and eventually get run over
by it. It’s your choice!” - Jack Canfield
Today those words chime true for us all right now. Like it or not… change is here. Everything about the
ways in which we do both adult and youth ministry has shifted. We all have a choice to adapt or resist this
new reality. When one thing dies, often something new is brought forth. So, what does that mean for our
youth ministry?
The starting point to answer that question lies in our openness to accept change. To let go for now our
desire for things to be the way they were. To be at peace with the strain of how we want things to be and
reality. Only when we are truly open to change can we see the opportunities it brings.
When it comes to the practical answer to that question… I don’t think anyone has the answer yet. We’re all
figuring it out as we go forward.
Until the quarantine is lifted and it is deemed safe to return to church, all middle and high school students
youth Sunday services will be held on-line via Zoom at 9:45 a.m. Zoom link is being emailed to the
students. If your student is not on the email list, feel free to email me, Amy or the office with their email
address and they will be added.
Starting April 22, HLC Youth will be hosting a ‘Scavenger Challenge’ each Wednesday. A list of 20 items
will be sent to students or students can find the list on our website under the youth group ‘Scavenger
Challenge’. Students will submit a picture of all items in one photo to ben.hlcyouth@gmail.com. The
winner will be the student who submits the most number of items in the one photo first. The challenge will
start at Noon and run till 6:00 p.m. with a Zoom meeting at 7:00 p.m. where the winner will be announced
and students can share about their week. This is open to all HLC students and friends. The congregation
is encouraged to submit ‘scavenger’ ideas via email to ben.hlcyouth@gmail.com (example: vcr tape, old
school flour sifter, egg timer, etc.)
In God’s hands,
Ben Graham

Pub Chats
Wednesday evenings, a couple of times a month,
on Zoom video meetings
New study: “Acts: Learning from the Apostles”
At first glance, it seems as though Jesus asks impossible demands of us. However, a close look at the
Book of Acts lets us know that we are not left alone with his commands. He gives us his own Spirit to
supply the power and strength to do what he asks. This five-session study will show us how to tap into
that power.
April 22: Catch the Wind—Acts 2:1-21
May 6: Live With Passion—Acts 5:17-42
May 20: Get a Good Start—Acts 9:26-31
June 3: Worship Through Trials—Acts 16:16-34
June 17: Live Your Faith—Acts 26:32-27:44
Materials and invitation to the Zoom meeting will be emailed to attendees.
If you would like to be part of the group, please contact Ann in the church office:
hopelutheran-elca@comcast.net
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PRE-SCHOOLERS BOOK DRIVE
Hope is partnering with others in the Northwest Suburban Interfaith Council to obtain books for pre-schoolers for
free dispersal as an aid in literacy, especially among those less fortunate.
What is the problem??....
1. 1 in 4 children before kindergarten grow up without learning how to read.
2. Students who do not read proficiently by the 3rd grade are more likely to drop out of school.
3. Nearly 85% of those in juvenile court cannot read above 4th grade level.
4. More than 75% of those in jail cannot read above a 4th grade level.
5. By the age of 5 the average child from a low-income family recognizes 9 letters in the alphabet compared to 22
letters for a child from a middle-class family.
6. Those children from welfare families who can read at the 4th grade level by 4th grade will have a better than 90%
chance of graduating high school.
These books will be handed out at food pantries, places of worship and other designated
facilities for people in need.
We will be empowering these young children through their parent(s) and a means to
assure them access to the early learning opportunities they deserve.
Please consider donating preschool age appropriate books (new or used) in the box in
the narthex. Any book (even religious) will be used. The collection will continue for a
month after we re-open the church building.
Thank you.
Jeff Whitehead
Director, Community Relations

Hope Women’s ‘Help Others’ Project
Each Sunday Pastor Jim reminds us to remember the poor. Here is your chance to do that.
The Women of Hope will do several service projects throughout the year beginning with the Retreat in January and
we need the help of the congregation. We are collecting personal hygiene items and cleaning supplies for these
projects. These items include:
Kleenex
Laundry Detergent
Bandages
Toilet Paper
Bath Soap
Toothbrushes
Paper Towels
Shampoo
Toothpaste
Windex
Deodorant
Socks
All-Purpose Cleaner
Kitchen Trash Bags
Feminine Products
All items can be full or travel size and can be purchased at dollar stores. Cash donations are also
welcome to purchase additional items needed.
Please purchase a couple of items each week when you shop and drop them off in the box in the Narthex when you
come on Sunday. Each item will be a blessing to the person that receives it and will help them on their journey in
life.
Thank you in advance for your generosity and for helping the Women of Hope to provide this important ministry.
For information or to answer any questions, please contact Lynne Schneider at 847-565-8263 or
Laura Andrews at 708-372-6744.
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News from the Northwest Suburban Interfaith Council
By Joanne Dicker, President

Our food pantries desperately need your help! Due to the continued issues with
the Corona virus, many more of our neighbors are in need of food and every day
supplies. Please help us support our local food pantries either through monetary
donations or purchasing of needed supplies.
If you are able, please purchase and donate any of the following items:
Canned Soup
Canned Fruit
Canned Vegetables
Grape Jelly
Boxed Pasta
Canned Tuna
Shampoo
Toilet Paper
Paper Towels

Canned Chili
Cereals
Peanut Butter
Oatmeal
Mac & Cheese
Canned Chicken
Flour
Toothpaste
Vegetable Oil

Crackers
Ramen Noodles
Pasta Sauce
Soap
Spaghetti O’s
Bagged Rice
Snacks
Baby Diapers
Laundry detergent

Locations of food pantries, pick up and drop of hours: (Please note that many food pantries have
geographical restrictions for food distribution:)
St. Mary Parish: 10 N. Buffalo Grove Road, Buffalo Grove. Food is distributed on the third Saturday of the
month. (ID and current utility bill required) Food Donations will be collected on May 2 nd from 4-5 p.m. and
Sunday May 3rd from 10:00a.m. to 12:00p.m. If you cannot donate at these times, please contact the parish
office at 847-541-1450 ext. 131 to make arrangements.
Kingswood Methodist Church: 401 W. Dundee Road, Buffalo Grove, IL. Food is distributed on Thursdays from
9:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. (ID and proof of residency in Wheeling Township required.) Food donations are
collected 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Please leave food donations inside the church on the east side entrance on
the tables provided.
St. Alphonsus 411 N. Wheeling Road, Prospect Heights. Food is distributed on the 1st and 3rd Saturdays of the
month from 10:00 a.m. to Noon. (ID, proof of residency in Prospect Heights, Wheeling or Mt. Prospect and
current utility bill required) Food donations are collected between 9:00 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
near the school entrance facing Wheeling Road.
Beth Am: 1377 Abbot Court, Buffalo Grove Food is distributed on the last Sunday of the month or call:
847-383-5017. (ID required.)
Vernon Township: 3050 N. Main Street, Buffalo Grove Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30 (847) 634-4600
Thank you so much for your help! Stay healthy and safe!
For more information on any of our programs, please contact us by e-mail or telephone:
nwsinterfaith@gmail.com, 224-699-0386 or visit our website at: http://www.northwestsuburbaninterfaith.org
Donations may be made directly to: Northwest Suburban Interfaith Council
PO Box 5301
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

GIFT CARD PROGRAM
DUE TO THE CURRENT UNCERTAINTY CONCERNING COVID-19,
WE ARE GOING TO SKIP THE GIFT CARD ORDER FOR MAY –
HOPEFULLY THINGS WILL BE MORE NORMAL BY JUNE,
AND WE WILL PLACE AN ORDER ON JUNE 7, 2020
Questions? Give us a call – we will be happy to answer them.
Jan Sirabian – 847-537-7926 - jsirabian@leonettiassoc.com
Gina Vera – 847 -439-0561 – gvera0908@gmail.com
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"GETTING TO KNOW YOU"
We are launching a project which should be some fun. The Council thought it
would be a good idea to help us all get to know each other a little better. Initial
thinking is that a slide or two featuring ‘membership anniversaries” be run
during the “before service” slide shows. Not sure what to info to include…but it
would be fun to find out. For me…I might want it to say “Loves to cook”…”loves
cutting down trees…or “building bon fires” (maybe all 3)
If you would like to help figure this out…give me a call. For those of you who attend regularly but are not a member…
we’d like to include you too.
SPOOKTACULAR
PLEASE HOLD ASIDE “after church” on Oct 11 or the 18th for the 2020 Spooktacular. This is Hope’s
premier event. While we have not had a discussion on this yet, we are set with the HEADLESS
HORSEMAN, PETTING PONIES, BOUNCIES and the “FRIGHT TUNNEL”…and hopefully we will be able
to offer the TRUNK or TREAT, & YUMMY FOOD, FACE PAINTING, PUMPKIN DECORATING, &
perhaps cookie decorating as well.
As was planned with the Easter Family Party, the entire HOPE FAMILY of occupants will be invited for the start
immediately following the service. ALL + Whitestone, the Church of Eternal Hope, Montessori, the Scouts, the Asian
bi-lingual school, the art classes and also Avantara. The SPOOKTACULAR to the general community from 12:30-2:00
Beyond events… some of the ideas from the past:
*Building a greeter community * Expand Family Ministries * Formulate a new member program *
* Sand Volleyball Court * Bonfires * Coffee Nook * Guys cooking group * “Sons of Abraham *
* Outdoor Movie night * More?
HOPE will become known as a place where all are welcome
to learn, explore and grow in the Christian faith
NEW MOM Director This is the 4th & last year of my leading the MOM group. Church rules prohibit me from serving
beyond 4 years. So we would like to find a new MOM leader. Its a cool role. Neatest aspect of this committee is that
it has pretty much free-reign to help define HOPE for the community and HOPEs members.
If the new MOM committee wishes to continue with an event such as the SPOOKTACULAR, I will be happy to oversee
that for the committee, and if it is decided to allocate funds elsewhere, that is just fine with me. I am here to be of
whatever help is needed.
The scheduled May breakfast meeting of the Book Nook has been cancelled.
The group will start meeting again in September after the usual summer hiatus.
Please add to your summer reading list the book “An Extra Mile” by Sharon
Garlough Brown—the last in the “Sensible Shoes” series. This will be the book
selection for the September 10 meeting, at which the schedule for next season
will be prepared.

Hannah Circle
Will not meet for the
scheduled annual May dinner.
Watch for announcements of
future plans.
Contact Debbie Duffy with any questions.

Thursday evening Men's Study:

“Great food…
good fellowship…
fun discussions”
Meetings are suspended until further notice.
Watch your email for announcements of when
meetings will resume.
Contact Tom Clark with any questions.
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Sometimes plans change. I saw a devotion about Acts 16:7 where Paul and Silas were
planning to go to Asia Minor to start new churches, “but the Spirit of Jesus would not
allow them to.” So Paul and Silas had to change their plans, and instead went to
Macedonia and started planning churches over there. This led me to consider the
story of Moses, who after 40+ years of leading the Israelites out of bondage in Egypt
and toward the land promised to Abraham and his descendants, was not permitted to enter the land
himself. Deuteronomy 34:4 describes Moses climbing Mount Pisgah and looking over into the Promised
Land: “Then the Lord said to him, ‘This is the land I promised on oath to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob when I
said, ‘I will give it to your descendants.’ I have let you see it with your eyes, but you will not cross over into
it.’” Moses’ plans were changed, and he died in Moab without ever entering the Promised Land, but the
Children of Israel were permitted to enter.
This, in turn led me to consider the speech of Dr. Martin Luther King, given in Memphis, Tennessee on
April 3, 1968. I encourage everyone to read the entire speech if you have some time on your hands (!);
the text can be found at https://kinginstitute.stanford.edu/king-papers/documents/ive-been-mountaintopaddress-delivered-bishop-charles-mason-temple. This is the “I’ve been to the Mountaintop” speech. In it,
King describes his plans for rallying Memphis’ sanitation workers to fight for better working conditions.
He even talks specifically about gathering on the following Monday for a protest march. As we all know,
King’s plans were radically changed when he was assassinated the day after his speech. But, his goal went
on and resulted in great Civil Rights advances for African Americans.
Even though I started out thinking about changed plans, something else from Dr. King’s speech hit me.
Or I should say that God hit me with it; King talks about the story of the Good Samaritan, and the reactions
of the various people who encountered the injured man in the story. And the one that King emphasized,
and that I think is most important for us right now, is the reaction of the Samaritan, who rather than
Thinking, “what will happen to me if I help this man,” thought, “If I do not stop to help this man, what will
happen to him?” The thought was directed outward, for the benefit of others. Just as Christ’s acts during
Holy Week were directed outward, in love for us.
All of us have had our plans changed by the COVID-19 situation, but I think the key here is not to think:
“what will happen to me if my plans can’t go forward,” but to think: “how can this situation benefit
others?” God has plans that we can’t understand, but he has promised us that all things work together
for our good. As we go forward, we can use the experiences gained by living through the virus to come
up with better ways of doing things: live-streaming worship services, for instance. And these things will be
for the betterment of others, rather than ourselves. In Dr. King’s speech, he talked about the need for all
of his followers to sacrifice for the benefit of the sanitation workers, to leave jobs or school or whatever to
march together. He called it a kind of “dangerous unselfishness.” I think that’s where we are right now:
we need to be unselfish, to work for the betterment of others instead of ourselves. To that end, let me
know your ideas about how we can approach Worship & Music in the days and weeks to come. How can
we use this opportunity to more faithfully share God’s love with others? We will come out of this better as
a result. As King concluded in his speech: “Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord!”
Chuck Johnson, Worship & Music Director
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Dear friends,
Who would’ve thought that we would be where we are today? Pandemically speaking, that is.
Who would’ve thought? I’m thinking that those who take science seriously were indeed thinking
about this for a long time, particularily those scientists in the epidemiological field. Thinking about
pandemics is what they are called to do. It is what frames their worldview, shapes their very lives,
and drives them to work tirelessly to preserve and protect their communities. And people like
me and the ones I love. So a shout out please for scientists who were ahead of the curve on this
pandemic.
Jim Wallis in a current Sojourners article said: “Faith communities must put their moral authority behind the doctors
and scientists pleading with us to practice and maintain our physical distance from one another as the only way to
“flatten the curve” of this pandemic and literally save lives. And when the false ministers who refuse science and
disobey their elected officials out of their own egos rather than religious liberty, it must be other clergy and
congregations that rebuke them. If the “re-opening” of the economy and society becomes politicized, faith
communities must stand with public health authorities and their state and local elected leaders closest to the
people to determine when it is safe.”
His thoughts are tightly focused on the current crisis, as well they should. They also apply to the larger question of
how people of faith connect, or do not connect, their faith with science. Many Christians, though they may stay at
home on Sunday mornings for awhile, will yet deny science in general, and particularly the part of science that
challenges their right-to-life interpretation of Scripture. And their disbelief of a global warming theory. Here, Let
me speculate, from a personal point of view, about the relationship between science and “my field of expertise” –
theology, particularly Lutheran theology.
My seminary training, first at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis and then at Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago well
-prepared me to be a theologian-wanna-be. Okay, maybe figuring out whether Bultmann, Barth, Tillich or Braaten
wrote a particular theological passage sometimes eluded me, but I self-identified as a theologian-in-residence at
whichever congregation I served as pastor.
Which meant that my transition to thinking of myself as a scientist-in-residence came with greater difficulty. I think I
can trace it back to one summer night around a campfire at Camp Lutherlyn just north of Pittsburgh. One of the kids
asked a question about the movement of the stars above us. I gave the standard answer that stars rise above the
horizon in the east and set below the horizon in the west. Same as the sun, which I pointed out, is a star. Just a lot
closer. All was well and good with my answer as we searched for the more obvious constellations – the Dippers,
Sagittaurius, Capricorn. Kids eventually climbed into the pop-up and went to bed. I watched the fire for a long time
and eventually made a run up the hill to the bathhouse one last time. It was on the way back down to the campsite
that I looked up at the heavens above and noticed that, indeed, the stars had continued their movement from
east to west. But some of the stars near the horizon around the North Star had moved from west to east. How
was that possible in a cosmos where all stars move from east to west? I spent the next few months learning celestial
mechanics. About the same time Carl Sagan’s “Cosmos” series came out, and the die was cast for deeper learning
about astronomy and physics. Throw in some paleontolgy (because who is not fascinated with dinosaurs), a strong
dose of evolution (a high point was the chance to see Lucy, that 3.2 million year old australopithecus at Don
Johanson’s Cleveland museum) and I’m good to go.1 Eventually quantum mechanics and string theory came
around, though I’ll confess that some of that is quite elusive to me. I take comfort in the fact that even Einstein was
confounded by quantum physics, so that’s okay.
I’ll never get a job at Fermi Lab, or even CVS pharmacy, but I know more than anything else that science and
theology are not enemies as so many modern-day Christians assert. The minds given to us by our God are most
faithfully used by us searching for understanding of the world and universe in which we live. That search for understanding is science. It’s not always pretty, as the nature of science is to always question whichever theory is presently
in vogue. Testing, data, experimentation, observation, the formulation of theories are the means by which answers,
and new questions, are discovered. And sometimes there are sides being taken amd shouting matches ensue. Which
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is why Darwin refused to publish Origin of the Species for years because he feared the societal carnage and uproar
against him it would set off. Yet we know more about the world around us today than we did 100 years ago. Compare
the 1918 influenza pandemic with today’s and you’ve got your case for this. I believe that’s what God would have us
do – seek understanding of God’s creation to improve the human condition for neighbor, community, and those we
love.
People of faith however need to be cautious so that the scientific process does not itself become a diety, an idol that
competes with our devotion to and affection for the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Indeed to my ears many in the
scientific community, while shunning religion, make science their religion. My read is that science illuminates and understands God’s Creation, all the while pointing to the God who stands behind, and above, and in front of that Creation which, the ancient Hebrews said, gives glory and praise to God. “The heavens declare the glory of God, and the
sky above proclaims his handiwork.”[Psalm 19:1]
The pandemic has made me something of a epidemiologist-wannabe, an appropriate companion in this time to our
theology of community-in-Christ, to the Father’s will that all shall be saved, to the holy calling of sacrificial living
modeled by Christ and inherited by each of us at baptism. People of Christ place their claim on these understandings.
The same as scientists place their claim on the understanding that a novel coranavirus is nothing to ignore or ridicule
as a hoax.
Fred Roger’s famous advice to look for the helpers resonates today more than ever. “When I was a boy and I would
see scary things in the news my mother would say to me, ‘Look for the helpers. You will always find people who are
helping.” Many of those helpers today are scientists.2 And maybe some of them even are theologians. That’s my (too
long)3 story and I’m sticking to it.
Robert Braband, Contemporary Worship Music Leader (though this article has nothing whatsoever to do with
contemporary music, hmmmmm.)
1

I enjoy the fact that Charles Darwin and I have something in common. He was initially a theologian but fell in love
with science. Trained to serve as rector of a congregation he knew some of the same things I know. Though he knew a
lot more about barnacles and worms than I would ever care to know, just saying.
2
And like so many, Dr.Andrew Fauci, Executive Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infections Diseases has
become a scientist-hero of mine. You too?
3
Yes this is a long article, but this is a big, big topic.
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PLEASE NOTE: All regularly scheduled events at the church building
have been suspended. Watch for announcements of virtual events and
news of building re-opening.
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